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HOCUS POCUS – ALL THAT GLITTERS IS HARDLY GOLD
– CERTAINLY NOT IN THESE CHALLENGING TIMES!
By Timothy Green Beckley (Editor/Publisher/Wish Maker)

God,
you
turn on the TV these days
and you don’t know what
to believe. You go on Face
Book and there are more
political ravings than you
might encounter from a
crazed gaggle of Loons. You don’t know which way right or left is any more,
and everyone wants you to make a comment about what they’ve just heard on
the “Fake News,” and when you do everyone from the President on down wants
to punch your lights out.
That’s why we stick with the simpler secret schemes and plots here at
the Conspiracy Journal. No matter who you voted for, we know that the aliens
are out to get us and, hell, we’ve been writing about the world’s cabals listening in to our conversations through our “smart” TV for years now (thats why
they call it a “smart TV” of course).And frankly, if I were you I wouldn’t be
overly concerned about someone taking photographs through a portal in your
microwave. Do what I did just recently – just move it up a couple more feet
from where it rests now, so all those NWO snoopers can get is a shot of your
ceiling fan or the spider on the wall if they are bugging you with their best
camera lenses.
After you’ve gone for the gusto and done all these things for security
purposes, take a load off your paranoid feet, and settle down for some good
reading. Thumb through the pages of this great issue of our fabulous newsletter, and keep us moving forward in our search for the truth, which is no easy

Earl, the Super Psychic Cat,
communicates with the Lama.
(See Page 13)
task at our age and after 50 years in the
publishing business. I always say the next
book will be our last, and while semi retired we can still turn out a decent tome
on a regular basis.
Our new books this issue include
some fabulous reads:  Amityville And
Beyond: The Lore Of the Poltergeist And
Other Paranormal Phenomena. 
America’s Top Secret Treaty With Alien
Life Forms.  The Commander X Files
Updated.  100% Positive Spells And Incantations For “Aladdin’s” Magick Lamp.
 You Can Take It With You When You Go!
 Book Of Common Prayer.  The Fantastic Universe Of Carol Ann Rodriguez.
 Giants And The Lost Lands Of The
Gods, and last but not least:  The Matrix
Control System Of Philip K. Dick and The
Strange Synchronicities Of Tim Beckley.
And don’t tell us its hard to order.
We accept all matter of payment through
the mail, by credit card, and via PayPal.
This is the real nitty gritty, the stuff you
won’t find in your local book store,
though you can order from Amazon and
most of our titles are available on Kindle.
So get started reading, and hey don’t forget to close that micro wave door on the
way out!

AND TOO LATE FOR APRIL FOOLS!
HENCHMEN
Tim Beckley, Publisher/Editor
Associates: Tim Swartz; Brad Steiger; Sean Casteel; Carol Ann Rodrigues
Layout, Graphics & Typesetting: William Kern (Adman)
CONSPIRACY JOURNAL GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS
Payment For All Merchandise To Timothy Beckley
Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
MRUFO8@hotmail.com • PayPal Orders Preferred
All Other Methods Accepted—753-602-3407

FREE VIDEOS on our YouTube Channel
“Mr. UFOs Secret Files”
Tim Beckley
LISTEN TO EXPLORING THE BIZARRE THURSDAY’S 10 PM EASTERN / 7 PM PACIFIC — KCORradio.com

EXPLORING THE BIZARRE—Thursday 10 PM Eastern-7 PM Pacific • KCORradio.com

The Books Of
ENOCH
The Books Of
JASPER
The Books Of
JUBILEES
Bible students have searched for those sacred words of scripture worthy of deep and scholarly study, but so “offensive” were
they to the Church that they have been ommitted from the Holy
Bible because of their controversial content. These are the books
written for future generations of man whom God created after
making the heavens and the earth.
Learn of The Fall; The Law; The Priesthood of Melchecizedek;
Angelology; Demonology; Judgement; The Existence of the
Watchers; Giants of the Earth; The Birth of Noah; The Reality of
the “Ageless Ones”; The True Nature of Satan; Interpretation of
Heavenly Signs and Symbols some refer to as UFOs, as well as
“projections” in the sky from Godly Sources.
Go behind stained glass windows and probe the secrets of the
“unorganized religion” of the Church. Includes (1) Lost Books Of
The Bible; (2)Excluded Books Of The Bible; (3) Signs Of The Second Coming. All three books just $39.00 + $6.00 S/H.
5: And when I was asleep, great distress came
up into my heart, and I was weeping with my
eyes in sleep, and I could not understand what
this distress was, or what would happen to
me.
6: And there appeared to me two men, exceeding big, so that I never saw such on earth; their faces were shining like the sun, their eyes too were like a burning light, and from their
lips was fire coming forth with clothing and singing of various kinds;
in appearance purple their wings were brighter than gold, their hands
whiter than snow.
7: They were standing at the head of my bed and began to call me by
my name.
From The Secrets of Enoch
 ORDER LOST—FORBIDDEN—BOOKS OF THE BIBLE
Timothy Green Beckley • Box 753
New Brunswick, NJ 08903
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ORDER FROM THE ADVERTISER
WHOSE NAME AND ADDRESS
APPEARS IN EACH AD BELOW!
Do Not Order From
Conspiracy Journal
This is a dangerous book because it calls into
question some of
the root assumptions which we
Westerners have
held for centuries
about the nature of
human existence.
Calling these
assumptions into
question isn’t dangerous in itself, but
when many people
do so, the underpinnings of any artificially erected social arrangement are seriously compromised. The
way society is organized today those who presently benefit the most from the existing structures are those who are least likely to make the
changes which need to be made. The ideas in
this book are dangerous because they empower individuals to seek the truth for themselves.—$26.00
William Kern • 6460-65 Convoy Court
San Diego, California 92117-2312
Established 1948

FateMag.com

ALL TITLES AVAILABLE ON AMAZON.COM — PRINT AND KINDLE EDITIONS.

THE MATRIX CONTROL SYSTEM OF PHILIP K. DICK
AND THE PARANORMAL SYNCHRONICITIES OF TIM BECKLEY
You Have Doubtlessly Seen The Movies Based Upon What We Have All Come to Believe Are
Exceptionally Brilliant Science Fiction Novels Written By The Late Philip K. Dick
TOTAL RECALL—BLADE RUNNER—THE ADJUSTMENT BUREAU —MINORITY REPORT
But what you probably didn’t know is that their
creator was living out some of the same incredibly
bizarre scenarios that he wrote about. One can easily compare Philip to the character played by Arnold
Schwarzenegger in “Total Recall,” who found himself in a parallel universe on a faraway planet, despite the fact that he was only supposed to be
hooked up in a laboratory to a machine that creates
realistic yet imaginary, dream-like images. For
some reason, those that have implanted this “false
memory” in his head want him dead. Which reality
is the character really living in?
At a sci-fi press conference held in France in
1977, Philip tried to explain some of his bewildering thoughts about the existence of a parallel or selfcontained – Matrix-like – universe created by
“someone” who has the ability to alter the course of
our reality for us:
“People claim to remember past lives,” Philip
told the throng of reporters. “I claim to remember
a different – very different – present life. I know of
nobody who has ever made this claim before but I
rather suspect that my experience is not unique.
What perhaps is unique is my willingness to talk
about it. We are living in a computer-programmed
reality and the only clue we have to it is when some
variable is changed and some alteration in our reality occurs . . . and because of this a variable WAS
changed – reprogrammed as it were – and an alternative world branched off.”
The well-known collector of scientific curiosities, Charles Fort, is often quoted as having said:
“The Earth is a farm. We are someone else’s
property.” He likened our condition to being movable pieces on a chess board.
“There is no doubt that we are under some sort
of surveillance and that an ‘invisible hand’ has the
ability to carve out our existence and ‘interfere’ in
our daily lives by creating a variety of bizarre ‘play
scripts’ that to some may seem like pure ‘coincidences.’” Or so says pop culture paranormalist Tim
Beckley, who notes that “Synchronicities are not just

random occurrences but are laid out before us by
some sort of synchronicity command post, which
ably demonstrates their mastery or control over us
poor earthlings.”
Drawing on the masterful mind of creative genius Philip K. Dick (some to this day perceive him
to have been a total “mad man”) we offer up dozens
of his personal experiences, as well as those of others in the UFO and paranormal fields, where
synchronicities seem to abound. Beckley and coauthor Sean Casteel lay out a plausible scenario to
“explain” the intricate workings of what has been
dubbed “The Synchronicity Command Board,” or
“Earth Coincidence Control Office,” as so aptly
named by the brilliant American marine biologist
and neurologist, Dr. John C. Lilly.
A titillating read that will challenge your concept of reality.

 Order: “Philip K. Dick Synchronocities”
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SPECIAL PRE PUBLICATION PRICE
—$15.95 + $5.00 S/H
(Good till June 1, 2017, $18.95 thereafter).
Available by end of April, if not before!
TIMOTHY G BECKLEY
BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ
Credit Card 24/7 646 331-6777

ALL TITLES AVAILABLE ON AMAZON.COM — PRINT AND KINDLE EDITIONS.

AMITYVILLE AND BEYOND –
The Lore Of The Poltergeist And
Other Paranormal Phenomena
Authored by Tim Beckley, Sean Casteel, Shawn Robbins,
Paul Eno, Brad Steiger, Tim Swartz, William Hall,
Butch Witkowski, Michele Lowe, Joshua Warren,
Maria D’Andrea, Carol Rodriguez

OUR HIDDEN HISTORY—EXPLORE THE
GREATEST MYSTERIES OF ALL TIME!
If you are a reader who has greatly enjoyed – or has been influenced by – the works of John Keel, Dr. Nandor Fodor, or Jacques Vallee
you will find this work to be an outstanding breakthrough book. Likewise, if you are just looking for something to titillate your sense of
fear, this is guaranteed to be a real page turner.
Six members of the Defeo family were murdered in cold blood in
the middle of the night in their home in Amityville, Long Island. Demons were said to be responsible for the hideous slayings inside what
was to become known as America’s most possessed dwelling. Several best sellers and 20 movies were made.
ALL NEW FINDINGS
Poltergeists come in all shapes and sizes and inspire varying degrees of horror. What might be surprising is that
poltergeists are NOT necessarily the spirits of the dead nor the overworked, disordered personalities of the living
often thought to have become possessed by demonic forces. That which we call a “poltergeist” could just as easily
include a wide range of other unearthly phenomena, such as random denizens of the dark moving through time and
space and other dimensions, as well as a manifestation of cryptids, known collectively as shape shifters and “bedroom invaders,” and possibly even representatives of numerous alien races.
Here are the most bizarre, the most terrifying, and the most perplexing cases of poltergeist activity that you are
likely to encounter, as investigated by the top paranormal researchers of today without bias and without relying on
pre-existing conclusions as to what might be causing such unpleasant transgressions. And please note that these
bloodsucking parasites can attack not only the most innocent of souls or the average dwelling, but have also been
known to follow hysterical individuals across the vastness of the country while maintaining a stranglehold that in
some cases is almost impossible to break.

Large 8.5x11 Format. 206 Pages – Profusely Illustrated – Special $20.00
WANT TO LEARN MORE? SUGGESTED READING LIST
AMERICA’S STRANGE AND SUPERNATURAL HISTORY – The occult has played a tremendous – but hidden – part in times past.
These are TRUE urban legends of the occult plus a bonus section on U.S. Presidents and their battle and opposition to the unknown. Large
Format – 318 Pages – $20.00
ANDREW CROSSE: THE REAL DR FRANKENSTEIN – Did he create the building blocks of life ? Or was he delusional? His contemporaries in science were puzzled by the very nature of his work, as they were unable to duplicate his findings or reproduce, under controlled conditions, the striking life forms that were plainly visible and moving around Crosse’s workbench. Large Format – 278 Pages $20.00

Special – All 3 Books This Ad Just $50+ $6 S/H
Timothy G. Beckley • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903
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WE ACCEPT MONEY ORDERS • CHECKS • PAYPAL (mrufo8@hotmail.com) Credit Cards: 732-602-3407
REVEALED FOR THE FIRST TIME: THE TRUE IDENTITY OF THE
MYSTERIOUS WHISTLE BLOWER KNOWN AS. . .

COMMANDER X
WILL THE REAL COMMANDER X PLEASE STAND UP!
NEW! – COMMANDER X FILES UPDATED
For more than a decade the mysterious Commander X has caused
dissension among conspiracy theorists, Area 51 aficionados and UFO
believers. Some accept his hair-raising accounts of working behind
the scenes with the CIA, the NSA and other government and quasifederal agencies at face value, while others scratch their heads in
bewilderment and wonder if his first-hand chronicles cannot be linked
to a disinformation program.
For the first time, here is the complete dossier on Commander
X’s many exploits both with various groups of highly aggressive ultra-terrestrials, as well as his battle with our own earthly authorities
hell-bent on keeping these matters TOP SECRET! –
Included among the many shocking – and surprising – revelations in this book:
** The Alien Dinosaur Connection. – ** Who inhabits the
Subterranean Regions of Earth? – ** Evidence suggests human victims were still alive, when their blood was drained and body parts removed in underground UFO bases. – ** The many special powers of ETs
– including levitation, dematerialization, invisibility, mind control, advanced light beam technology. **A Nazi – Alien collaboration. How the
Occult inner circle of the Third Reich contacted grey aliens before World
War II using ritual magic. – ** Evidence Hitler shipped equipment and
slave laborers to the Antarctic to construct a fleet of flying saucers. – **
Proof that the Nazis transferred into the midst of the American spy and
space agencies.
AND MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL – ARE HUMAN CLONES GOING TO
BE USED TO REPLACE ASSASSINATED POLITICIANS?
Only Commander X can dare answer these questions.
 Order THE COMMANDER X FILES - Large Format. 200+ Pages – $24.00.
 NEW! – AMERICA’S TOP SECRET TREATY WITH ALIEN LIFE FORMS
– PLUS THE HIDDEN HISTORY OF OUR TIME!
Is The “Treaty” A “False Flag?” – Or Some CIA Sponsored “Smoke Screen?” They arrived without our
knowledge or consent and told our military leaders they came in peace for the benefit of humankind, and
would gladly start an exchange program with the people of the planet earth which could lead to a “Golden
Age.” We wholeheartedly believed them and agreed to the “Treaty” almost without any sort of protest. Then
they began to abduct our women! Then they returned for our children! Soon after they began to rape the
earth’s resources! And it became apparent they ultimately wanted to control our minds and capture our
souls for their selfish reasons, some too horrific to comprehend.
And because they are too embarrassed to admit they went along with this Treaty, the U.S. government
and the military industrial complex refuse to let the public know what has been going on for nearly half a
century, keeping a tight lid on this Treaty and its various “exchange programs.” But now there might be a
ray of hope thanks to the whistle blower known as Commander X. This is your opportunity to find out about
the”Treaty,” and protect yourself and your loved ones from a possible “enemy attack” that could come out of
the sky, as predicted by Nostradamus, as detailed in the Book of Revelations.
Find Out The Truth For Yourself by ordering SECRET TREATY WITH ALIENS.
 Large Format – 186 Pages – $20.00.
 SPECIAL: BOTH NEW BOOKS BY COMMANDER X - $39.00 + $5 S/H
TIMOTHY G. BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
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MOST BOOKS ARE PRINTED IN LARGE EASY TO READ FORMAT, AND FULLY ILLUSTRATED

 NAZI TIME TRAVELERS
Whistle blower indicates UFO that crashed outside Roswell might have been part of a secret Nazi space/time travel
program covered up by CIA to make it look like an out of control space ship crashed. The top brass were looking to
cover their tracks in regard to allowing Nazi engineers and rocket scientists into the US illegally under Project
Paperclip. Evidence Nazis had been in contact with Aryan space beings who assisted in developing an advanced
“flying disc” technology on advice from members of a German secret society the Vril. —$20.00
 TIME TRAVEL FACT NOT FICTION
Einstein had part of the equation correct but did not consider what has become known as the “string theory” of physics which says that everything in the universe exists simultaneously. In this work by Commander X and Tim Swartz
a variety of topics are discussed, including: Spontaneous Cases of Time Travel. — Mystery of Time Slips. — Doorways in Time. — People, Buildings and Towns From Beyond Time. — The Restaurant At The Edge Of Time. — Flight
Into The Future. — Is Death A Jump in Time? — Are UFOs Time Machines? — Working Time Machines — Nikola
Tesla’s Time Travel Experiments —$20.00
 TELEPORTATION – HOW-TO GUIDE FROM STAR TREK TO TESLA
Commander X says it is possible to master the art of teleportation. The well-known phrase, “Beam me up, Scotty”
now has a rational application, the term Teleportation actually having been coined by the world famous researcher of
unexplained mysteries, Charles Fort. The author says he worked on a secret teleportation project inside Area 51 in
which a “beam ship” did a bit of “dimension jumping” while he was at the controls. Book contains experiences you
can participate in.—$16.00
 Add $13 for OFFICIAL U.S.MANUAL ON TELEPORTATION released by Air Force Research Laboratories.
 TRAVEL TO OTHER DIMENSIONS
Discover how to: ** Become One With The Light — ** Discover The Reality Of Other Dimensions and Planes — **
What You Will Find On The Seven Planes Of Existence — ** Traveling In And Out Of Your Body At Will — ** Entering
The Region Of The Disembodied, And The Sacred Resting Place Of The Soul — ** Life And Work On The Astral. –**
Find Out The Entities You Are Likely To Encounter. –** What It Is Like To Mingle With Disembodied Souls, and
learn to contact the spiritual teachers.—$18.00
 LEVITATION AND INVISIBILITY
This book is NOT to be used for unlawful or immoral purposes! Can we learn to fly through the air with the greatest of
ease? Is it possible to walk through walls or other solid objects? Now thanks to Tim R. Swartz and retired militar y
intelligence operative Commander X, working in tandem with various sages, shamans and adapts, we are prepared
to proclaim the secrets to fulfilling these mystical “dreams” are at hand. Contents Include: ++ The Quest For Instant
Invisibility. ++ What Is In The Mysterious Mist? ++ The Realm of Invulnerability. ++ Prayers and Spells For Invisibility. ++ Spiritualists And Mystics Who Have Proven They Possess Incredible Talents.—$21/95
 SUPER SPECIAL
Everything listed on this page PLUS A FREE Audio CD just $89.00 + $8 S/H
TIMOTHY G BECKLEY, BOX 753 NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ. 08903
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PUBLISHING SINCE 1965 —OVER 250 “ORIGINAL” TITLES

Issued By Occultists
Dragonstar And
S. Panehadaal, Here Are
Long Hidden Secrets That
Explain And Tell You How
To Develope:
 Clairvoyance Of Present, Past and Future
 Premonitions  Astral-body Traveling
 Psychometry, And Thought Transference.
 Clairaudience And Psychic Influence.
 Laws Of Psychic Attraction  Crystal Gazing.
 Psychic And Magnetic Healing.
Teaches you how to develop a striking,
dominating personality – you can use to
enhance your psychic abilities and influence
and command others.

True Story Of Richard Shaver And His Conflict
With The Evil Inner Earth Dwellers, Here Are Tales
Of The Dero, Their Madness, Their Sadistic Abductions, And Their Sexually Twisted Perversions.
Shaver exposed the Dero’s attempts to murder,
cause disasters and wars back in the 1940s in a
series of articles in a national magazine. Thousands testified with their own experiences verifying that what he said was for real.

Order: COMMAND OTHERS THROUGH THOUGHT

FREE: SHAVER’S CHILLING TALES FROM THE INNER
EARTH – Companion Volume , 206 Pages, When Ordering
Now.

 Order the: HIDDEN WORLDS –
6 Volumes In The Series Available Now.
Over 1200 Pages Printed In Large Format
Editions. A virtual encyclopedia of these
underground denizens and a few of the “good guys!” –
$99.00 + $8 S/H

TRANSFERENCE, presented in workbook/studyguide form.
Over 300 pages – just $24.00 + $5 S/H

TIMOTHY G BECKLEY

TIMOTHY G BECKLEY

BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903

BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903

Thousands Of People Vanish Every Year

DID JESUS WALK AMONG THE INDIANS?

IS THERE A UFO BASE IN THE
BERMUDA TRIANGLE?

JOIN THE SEARCH FOR
THE PALE PROPHET IN THE AMERICAS
Sean Casteel asks: “Who
was the mysterious robe-clad
healer who walked among the
tribes of the Americas almost
two thousand years ago? Was
he the Messiah on a God-given
mission to bring peace and
compassion to uncharted, faraway lands...or possibly a representative of an “Ancient
Alien” group on an off-world
assignment?” Based upon Sean’s research and the works
of the late L. Taylor Hansen.
 SEARCH FOR THE PALE PROPHET—$18 + $5 S/H

They walk out the door and
are never seen again. They take
a leisurely stroll along a forest
trail and poof they are gone.
They go on a cruise inside the
Devil’s Sea or Bermuda Triangle
and the ship they are on is either
never seen again or it is found
without passengers and crew
weeks later in a far distant part
of the ocean.
The 747 disappears from radar and does not seem to
have crashed, yet no bodies or wreckage are ever recovered?
Many strange explanations have been offered: Worm
Holes. UFOs. Criptids. Bizarre Woodland “Wild Men.”
Magnetic Force Fields. God’s Rapture. The Dero. Earth
Elementals. But does anyone have the answer? If you have
read any of the books in the “411 Series,” or are a fan of
Charles Fort, John Keel or Frank Edwards you will want to
read  MYSTERIOUS DISAPPEARANCES: THEY NEVER
CAME BACK. Large Format. 288 Pages. $21.95 + $5.00 S/H

Also Of Interest –  FLYING SAUCERS IN THE HOLY
BIBLE.  ARK OF THE COVENANT AND OTHER SECRET
WEAPONS OF THE ANCIENTS.  SECRET PROPHECY
OF FATIMA REVEALED
($18 Each – All 4 titles this ad $55.00 + $7 S/H)
TIMOTHY G BECKLEY
BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903

TIMOTHY G BECKLEY
BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
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BOOKS FOR ENLIGHTENMENT, ENTERTAINMENT AND EXPERIMENTATION

WITH THE “YES YOU CAN!”
SERIES ALL YOUR
DREAMS CAN COME TRUE!
AS SIMPLE AS “WISHING UPON
A STAR” – MARIA D’ ANDREA
CAN HELP YOU “TURN ON” AND
“TUNE INTO” YOUR PSYCHIC
TRANSPONDER

See page 14 for more
on our “Magic Lamp.”

Check Off Desired Title:
$10.00 Each 3 For $25.00 – All 7 $50.00 (+ $5 S/H)

❑ 100% POSITIVE SPELLS AND INCANTATIONS FOR “ALADDIN’S” MAGICK LAMP
The story of Aladdin is rooted in fact. It is NOT just an animated Disney movie. Here are spells you can say Abracadabra to and summon all that you want – and more! Some say it’s as easy as counting to three. For centuries the Aladdin’s
Lamp has been associated with personal power and success. Learn to get more than three wishes that will not “backfire”
when you if you learn how to call upon the right elementalx who exist along side of the Angels in God’s Magickal
Kingdom. NOTE – ADD $27.50 FOR YOUR OWN “ALADDIN’S LAMP” EMPOWERMENT KIT which includes your own
“magick” lamp and four different types of incense that will assist in lifting your wishes toward Heaven.
(❑ YOU CAN TAKE IT WITH YOU WHEN YOU GO!
One of the big misconceptions is that you can’t take your wealth with you when you die. They say the rich get
richer, and the poor get poorer, but that death is the great equalizer. Here are the recipes, the rituals, the little “incantations” and prayers to do on a regular basis that set the “record straight” and allow you to claim your “rewards” at the
Pearly Gate. It won’t make any difference if you were a Mitt Romney one-percenter or hung out on the unemployment
line most of your life. Its all the same on Heavens “Millionaire Row”.
❑ BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER
No matter what faith you follow you can utilize God’s words to assist those on your personal prayer list. Here are
dozens of the most powerful interdenominational prayers that will benefit you as well as your loved ones. — ** If someone you know is sick or dying, this book will comfort you and the ailing. – ** If you lack financial stability, this book can
help stabilize the situation and turn your life around. – ** If someone must go before judge or jury, this book will guarantee a positive outcome. – * If you need work, a place to live, or could use more security in your life, you will find these
prayers to be uplifting and of benefit to all!
❑ SUPERNATURAL WORDS OF POWER
There is power in every word we utter. Words are spoken as rewards from those we love, or used as weapons to
cause hurt. Words inspire us. They form an atomic link to the very presence of God. They can also evoke the very
presence of evil. They can bring either miracles or mayhem, love or lust, health or illness, gratification or despair. Every
word we speak contains the power of life or death. Now you can learn to use only words that are charged with the most
power.
❑ TRAVEL THE WAVES OF TIME
Don’t be frightened they won’t harm you – now you can learn to travel the waves of time and contact beneficial
beings along the way! Don’t be rooted in this time and space when you can “take off” for the past or the future. Skip the
so-called “real world” and journey – practically as an act of the will – throughout the universe. Shed the shackles that
hold you to the present NOW!
❑ EVOCATION: EVOKE THE POWER OF INTER-DIMENSIONAL BEINGS AND SUMMON SPIRITS
Gain riches, honor and tranquility by the skillful use of various pentacles, all of which are printed in theh book. Use
the pentacles to draw romances into your life or to safeguard and jump start that which is desired the most.
❑ THE SEXY MEDIUM’S LOVE AND LUST SPELLS
An amazing book that will teach you to: Utilize the positive nature of Love Attraction Spells. Develop magnetic
Energy to attract members of the opposite – or same sex! Maintain fidelity and excitement in love relationships! Create
love potions of the beneficial kind.
TIMOTHY G BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903 732-602 3407
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ALL TITLES AVAILABLE ON AMAZON.COM — PRINT AND KINDLE EDITIONS.

TRAVEL BACK INTO THE REMOTE PAST
WITH PETER KOLOSIMO
AND NICK REDFERN
GIANTS AND THE LOST LANDS OF THE GODS
A TIMELESS EARTH – GIANTS, MONSTERS AND ALIENS IN HISTORY
“Creatures from outer space have not only walked among us, they have shaped the path of our
history,” states Peter Kolosimo an award winning Italian author who proceeded “Chariots of the Gods?”
author Erich von Daniken in popularizing by several years what has become known as the “Ancient
Alien Theory” of human evolution and contact with extraterrestrial beings.
Here is a new, updated version of “Timeless Earth” – considered to be one of the most remarkable
books you will ever read on Ancient Astronauts and how they assisted in the development of civilization
throughout the world. Kolosimo founded and coordinated the Italian Association for Prehistoric Studies.
His studies were considered so important that they were published in over 50 countries including Russia and China, which were still blocked off from Western society at the time of the book’s initial public
exposure.

PARTIAL CONTENTS OF A BOOK THAT SHOULD SHOCK THE WORLD
 The Origins of Mankind: An intelligent, scholarly overview of the developing picture of man’s evolution as anthropologists struggle to make sense
of the fossils and bones left behind.  Cosmic Catastrophes: How “extraterrestrial” disasters like crashed meteors affected the ancient Earth. 
The Age of Giants: How cosmic rays from outer space may have created
giants and modern anthropological evidence that bears this out.  The
Mark Of The Titans: Biblical and mythological references to giants, some
of whom were cannibals while others were benevolent. Did they come
from “extraterrestrial space?”  Nightmares In Stone: Huge Figures Circle
The Planet In A Grid.  The Lost World Of Mu: A Vast Civilization Existed
In The Pacific.  Legends Of The Stars: Who Were The “Strangers” That
Came Here?  Secrets Of The Pyramids: Who Built Them And Why? 
The Wandering Masters.  The Mystery Of Atlantis: Where Did It Exist?
 The White Gods: They Intermingled With The Native Dwellers, But
Were They From Earth Or Far Away?  Children Of The Sun.  The
Lords Of Fire.  The Spaceships of Tiahuannaco: South America Was
Visited As Well!
This book rewrites history. It is “forbidden archeology” in the extreme.
 Order “GIANTS AND THE LOST LANDS OF THE GODS.” Large format, 250+ Pages – $21.95 + $5 S/H
OTHER RELATED TITLES
 LEGACY OF THE SKY PEOPLE – Is there an ET origin for Adam and Eve? Where was the Garden of Eden?
Noah’s Ark? Why has the CIA and the military become so interested in these ancient mysteries? Is there a new
race of human beings forming in these uncertain times? According to the Earl of Clancarty, Brinsley Le Poer
Trench, some of us are tepidly reacquiring the telepathic and psychic abilities we were originally created with.
- $21.95
 ALIEN SPACE GODS OF ANCIENT GREECE AND ROME -Was the Mediterranean region visited by a race
of “Super Beings” in antiquity? Was the Oracle of Delphi a conduit for prophetic messages from outer space?
Did the Romans do battle with ET? Sir W. R. Drake sorts out these great perplexities. - $21.95
 SPECIAL – 3 TITLES THIS PAGE JUST $52 + $8 S/H (Very heavy due to number of pages)
TIMOTHY G BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
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ALL TITLES AVAILABLE ON AMAZON.COM — PRINT AND KINDLE EDITIONS.

ENERGY! – POWER!
PRESTIGE!

NIKOLA TESLA’S
“MIRACLE”
ENERGY PLATES

CAN COME TO YOU TODAY!



IT
COULD
BE
AS
SIMPLE
AS:
Carrying That “Lucky Coin” In Your Pocket. Or
Slipping On That Glittering Necklace Or
Braclet. Or Voguing That
Dazzling Ring You Feel So
Comfortable Wearing. Or
Rubbing One Of Our Smooth
Touch Stones

3 SIZES NOW
AVAILABLE!
Though not approved by the FDA or
AMA, regular users say the plates function
as Transceivers, creating a field of energy
around themselves. This energy is very
beneficial to ALL living things.

Here for the first time,
hundreds of crystals, stones,
talismans and amulets are categorized with their most beneficial uses. The fascinating contents of this work
include hundreds of different topics:
 The Psychic and Magnetic Influence Of Talismans and Gems.  Talismans of Wisdom.  Early
Roman and Greek Influences.  Magic Gemstones
of the Archangels.  The Symbolic Nature of the
Cross.  Deciphering the Wheel of Life.  Moon
Amulets and the Blessings of Rings.  The Ten Most
Divine Stones.  Utilizing the Spare Change In Your
Pocket to Defend Against Negativity.
Simply put, this is the “all in one” book that can
work for YOU!
Order: “COMPLETE BOOK OF TALISMANS,
AMULETS, MAGIC GEMSTONES”

LARGE PLATE- Approx 12x12. Best for
using under mattress, chair or in refrigerator to keep food fresh. Ease muscle tension,
anxiety. — $75 or 3 for $200 + $8 S/H
SMALL PLATE. - Approx. 4x2. For litter
box to keep fresh. Flowers live longer. Under car seat. — $25 each. 3 for $68
+ $5 S/H
LARGE DISC - Create necklace, earings
for yourself. Use as animal collar. Carry in
wallet or shoe. — $17.50 each. 3 for $40
+ $5 S/H
SPECIAL - ONE OF EACH SIZE $112 +$8 S/H
FREE “HOW TO USE TESLA PLATES” DVD
WITH MARIA D’ ANDREA AND PRINTED
REPORT ON MANY BENEFITS.

Just $20.00 + $5 S/H
PLUS You Can Obtain Added Benefits When
You Order Our Complete:
11 PIECE CHAKRA TUMBLED STONES KIT

Timothy Green Beckley
Box 753
New Brunswick, NJ 08903
MRUFO8@hotmail.com

Includes stones for: Consciousness Raising
– Protection – Enhancing Expression and Conversation – Unconditional Love For Self and Others – Manifesting Abundance – Increasing Concentrating – Enhance Psychic Ability – Assist
With Comfort, Harmony and Protection of the
Heart.
Add$27.50 to your book order and get Stone
Kit and Transformational Audio CD by Brad
Steiger on the use of Stones and Crystals. (Add
$8 S/H if sending for book and specially prepared Gemstone Kit.
TIMOTHY G BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW
BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903

Free DVD and report with all orders.

AND THE TRUTH SHALL
SET YOU FREE!
Our books, products and services are for experimental purposes.
They are not endorsed by the AMA, FDA or any other federal or
local agency. We offer our merchandise on a non-returnable basis
to those who seek the truth about matters neglected by the “Establishment.” We appreciate your patronage and hope you will
tell all your like-minded friends about our publications.
—Timothy G. Beckley

www.conspiracyjournal.com/
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SERVING THE UFO, PARANORMAL AND NEW AGE COMMUNITIES.
A FRIGHTENING DOUBLE DOSE OF
CONSPIRACY AND A POX
UPON YOUR NATION

CAST SPELLS AND SEE INTO THE FUTURE
WITH AN ORDINARY DECK OF PLAYING CARDS
USE FOR MORE THAN “GAMES OF CHANCE!”

Most people playing Poker or 21 today think of an
ordinary deck of 52 playing cards as consisting of thirteen ranks of each of the four suits:
Clubs, Diamonds, Hearts and
Spades, with a joker. Chances are
they don’t realize that the cards they
are playing with have great magical significance and can be used to
see into the future and to cast powerful spells
This book describes how the careful laying out of
ordinary cards, when combined with the use of candles,
incense and the recitation of “supernatural words,” can
make “supernatural beings” do your bidding. You will
be in total control of your own future upon shuffling the
next deck!
 Order: SPELLS WITH PLAYING CARDS, $20 + $5 S/H

 Add a deck of our famous “Gypsy Witch
Fortune Telling Cards” known world wide for
their easiness to read in magical matters.
Book and cards $32.00 + $5 S/H
TIMOTHY G BECKLEY
BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ

TERRORISTS CAN NOW UNLEASH A
LETHAL DISEASE THAT COULD KILL MILLIONS

Morgellons And Red Mercury Plagues Could
Be The Final Nail In The Coffin Of Humanity
That Could Place You Six Feet Under!
This Is NOT “Fake News” But “Breaking News.”
The medical profession says
Morgellons is a hoax. That it is impossible for wires and black
threads to be poking through your
skin. And furthermore high level
tactical teams poo poo the idea that
Russian agents are walking about
the streets of our cities with a mysterious red substance in their attaché cases that could spell disaster for us all.
See photographic proof when you order “Morgellons And
Red Mercury” by the equally mysterious “Commander X.”
- $18.00 + $5 S/H
TIMOTHY G BECKLEY
BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903

VISIT THE TOWN HAUNTED BY FLYING SAUCERS
Thousands have visited Warminster
near UK’s Stonehenge. Pop Stars Mick
Jagger and David Bowie are among the
thousands of ordinary folks who have interacted with the phenomena there consisting of: —Time Distortions—UFO Abductions and Examinations— Telepathic
Communications With Ultra-Terrestrials—Enhancement Of Psychic and Paranormal Abilities Following Close Up Sightings—Reported Visits To Other Dimensions
With Safe Returns.
Hundreds of close up photos have been taken! Strange
noises frequently fill the air in the daytime and at night! Some
have reported religious experiences!
Two Books Hold The Key:  “UFO Prophecy” by
journalist Arthur Shuttlewood and
 “UFOs Key To Inner Perfection” by former
New York TV personality Bryce Bond.
$20 each or both for $35.00 + $6 S/H

THE WONDER BOOK OF
ALL AGES!
SPECIAL RAY PALMER
EDITION!
1250 Pages, 2 Volumes.
Illustrations.
Most Complete Edition
A New Cosmology! Delivered thru spirit intervention in 1870 in upstate NY to a practicing dentist. Details the sacred history of earth for the past 24,000
years beginning with submersion of Pan in the Pacific. Tells about Einstein’s theories. War in space.
Who manages the earth. The glory of gods and goddesses. The truth about flying saucers.
A profound work deserving of serious attention.
Our NEW low price $59.00 + $10 S/H.
Mailed directly from the printer
due to weight of seven pounds.
Timothy Beckley • Box 753
New Brunswick, NJ 08903

TIMOTHY G BECKLEY
BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
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SUBSCRIBE TO OUR “YOUTUBE” CHANNEL---”MR UFOS SECRET FILES” OVER 150 VIDEOS

Is Disclosure Around The Corner? Are The Ultra Terrestrials
Already Amongst Us? Are The “Aliens” Friend Or Foe?
ALL BOOKS LARGE FORMAT – DVD BONUS WITH FOUR-BOOK PURCHASE!

COMING OF THE SPACE GUARDIANS
UFO RESCUE SQUAD, MILLIONS TO BE SAVED—ARE A GROUP OF EXTRATERRESTRIALS KNOWN AS “THE
GUARDIANS” HERE TO SAVE HUMANKIND IN THE EVENT OF A GLOBAL DISASTER? — There is no doubt
that “THEY” have influenced the human race since our earliest beginnings. Some say they have manipulated our bodies, minds, souls. There is a widespread belief that they are our mortal enemies, while others
contend they are here to assist in our SALVATION! — So says Commander X, a former military intelligence
operative. Recently, the Russian news media ran a story about a large
meteorite that hurtled its way over that nation, but before it could do
severe damage – and cause possible loss of life – it was hit by a UFO,
causing it to explode and shatter over the Urals. The Siberian Times headline
shouted: “WE WERE SAVED BY A UFO!” Are The Guardians warning us that Earth is possibly on a collision course with
the mysterious sphere known as Planet X? Or perhaps a massive meteor bombardment? An asteroid strike? Or even
a nuclear attack? Any of these events could spell widespread disaster. This book gives you all the FACTS and tells you
how to survive these dramatically CHANGING TIMES!
 Order COMING OF THE SPACE GUARDIANS . $15.00

THE CASE FOR UFO CRASHES
FROM URBAN LEGEND TO REALITY — WHAT IS HIDDEN IN THE MYSTERIOUS “BLUE ROOM” AT WRIGHTPATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE? DOES “HANGAR 18” CONTAIN WRECKAGE OF A CRASHED UFO AND PRESERVED BODIES OF ALIENS FROM OUTER SPACE? — For over 50 years the late Senator Barry Goldwater,
was denied access. : “I was told in such an emphatic way that it was none of my business — what was in this
“room” —that I’ve never tried to make it my business since.” EVERY PRESIDENT SINCE TRUMAN HAS BEEN
PART OF THE “GRAND DECEPTION” – NOW IS THE TIME TO EXPOSE THE “COSMIC WATERGATE!” Here
are dozens of unpublished Crashed Saucer stories uncovered by the author Tim Beckley during the course of
his research, including . .* The night a UFO came crashing down over an Ohio shopping mall. . . * A bizarre
tale of an “alien artifact” uncovered by a jogger and displayed in the lobby of a Florida movie theater before
it was mysteriously removed and vanished completely. . . * An unbelievable eye witness account of a UFO
that fell inside New York City’s bustling Central Park after being shot at by the military.
 Order THE CASE FOR UFO CRASHES-$22.00. Includes bonus DVD.

THE ASTOUNDING UFO SECRETS OF JIM MOSELEY
INCLUDES FULL TEXT OF UFO CRASH SECRETS AT WRIGHT PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE — THIS IS
NOT JUST ANOTHER BOOK ABOUT UFO SIGHTINGS OR THE CRASH AT ROSWELL! — IT’S AN EXTRAORDINARY REMEMBRANCE OF THE COURT JESTER — THE GRAND TROUBADOUR — THE NUMERO UNO
TRICKSTER — OF ALL OF UFOLOGY. In addition to the musings and gossip of those that he remained
closest to in life, Jim (with the help of endeared drinking buddy and ghost writer Gray Barker) fans out
across the country to personally investigate some of the most perplexing UFO cases of all time –Cases
personally pondered over by Moseley in this book include: ** “I Met Two Men From ‘Venus’ — And They
Had No Fingerprints!” ** What Happened To The “Authentic” UFO Film That Vanished Without A Trace? **
Kidnapped By Aliens? – A Most Strange And Unusual Case. ** The Angels Of Oahspe. ** Adamski,
Williamson And The Case For The UFO Contactees. ** Behind The Barbed Wire Fence At Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base. ** The OSI And The Lubbock Lights. ** ETs And Alien Wreckage - The Strange Story Of An
Air Force Whistleblower. ** The Earth Theory And UFOs From The Antarctica.
 Order SECRETS OF JIM MOSELEY -$20.00

UMMO AND THE EXTRATERRESTRIAL PAPERS
THE ALIENS ARE AMONG US! THEY WISH TO COMMUNICATE! AND HAVE EVEN CONSTRUCTED CITIES
IN REMOTE PLACES WHILE THEY ARE HERE! The story of UMMO starts with a series of letters and phone
calls to various Spanish UFO researchers in 1965 that purportedly came from an extraterrestrial race. While
the most commonly reported method of ET contact is clearly by telepathy, the aliens in this case tried a more
direct, decidedly earthly method of communication. The letters contained highly detailed discourses on such
weighty topics as physics and medicine that could only have been written by experts on the cutting edge in those
rarified fields that are light years beyond what a lay hoaxer could have come up with. One of the letters also
predicted that a UFO sighting would occur on a certain day at a certain location in Spain, and the ship did indeed
appear on schedule and at the appointed place. Photos of their ships and unique symbol have been taken as
added verification. A similar account has popped up in Canada and is included. This book is over 250 large size
pages and contains never before revealed info on this fascinating episode.
 Order UMMO AND THE ET PAPERS - $25.00

SUPER SPECIAL –ORDER ALL ITEMS THIS PAGE - $69.00 + $8 S/H AND WE WILL
INCLUDE A BONUS DVD ON AN INTRIGUING ASPECT OF THE UFO MYSTERY

Timothy Beckley, Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
Secure Hot Line for Credit Card 24/7 646 331-6777
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HAVE YOUR FRIENDS CONTACT US DIRECTLY FOR A FREE SUBSCRIPTION
NOT A STORY FROM THE
WEEKLY WORLD NEWS

“LIVING WITH THE LAMA”
FOR OVER 25 YEARS, RAMPA
SPOKE TELEPATHICALLY WITH
HIS FAVORITE CAT

THIS IS HIS PET’S SIDE OF
THE STORY!
As incredible as it may seem, we may be closer to our pets than you
think. Yes! – they could be reading our minds, and talking to us “silently,” and we don’t realize it. T. Lobsang Rampa was one of the
greatest mystics of modern times. He read auras. Saw into the future.
Visited with ultra-terrestrials and subterranean dwellers. He was a
world renowned teacher who authored dozens of books with a worldwide fan base of millions. Here in “Living With The Lama,” he shows
us that animals are “not the dumb creatures many make them out to be.” Feef, his Siamese Cat for over 25
years reveals how it was to share a life time with an Occult Oracle the likes of Rampa.
 Order “Living With The Lama,” $18.00—HIS POWERS REMAIN UNSURPASSED IN THE WEST
THESE OTHER TITLES AVAILABLE BY T LOBSANG RAMPA . . .
 “Tibetan Sage.”
 “Cave Of The Ancients.”
 “My Visit To Agharta.”
 “The Hermit.”—$18.00 each / All 5 titles, $75.00 + $8 S/H
TIMOTHY G BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903

Scientist Now Claim
You Can Lead a
Happy, Healthy and
Prosperous Life For
Well Over 200 Years

IS THERE SUCH
A THING AS A

COUNT ST. GERMAIN’S
IMMORTALITY KIT

Revealed:
The Mystery Of
The Hieronymous
Machine And
Other Black
Boxes

WISH
MACHINE?

HE IS SAID TO BE THE MAN WHO NEVER DIES!

Products May Vary From Photo

Count St. Germain is the man who is said to live forever. He
was friends with nobility in the 1700s, was said to be at the signing of the U.S. Constitution, and is active in international affairs
even today.
ATTENTION !!! Would you like to be able to apply certain Ancient Formulas and become healthy and wealthy beyond your wildest dreams?
William Oribello would like to share the secret of Eternal
Youth and information he says was derived personally from St.
Germain.
Send $50 + $5 S/H for our complete ST GERMAIN IMMORTALITY KIT which includes 140 page textbook with direct messages from the Ascended Master, a formulary manual and approximately 4 oz of St. Germain’s “secret” formula.

AVAILABLE FOR THE FIRST TIME
Your own custom made black box. Ours is truly
POWERFUL. Said to drastically improve finances,
health, relationship. Most economical on market
(others sell for $1000 and up!) — Send $279 for
our “Wish Machine,” including full workbook and
NEW special report. Finished boxes may vary. For
experimental purposes only! Not approved by
FDA/AMA.
Credit card orders via 24-hour
hotline: 732-602-3407. VISA,
MasterCard, Discover.

NOTE: DVD NOW AVAILABLE ! Add $20 if you wish a copy of
Wm Oribello’s lecture and telepathic messages on DVD from
Saint Germain received through the purple flame (see it appear
right on your screen).

BOOK AND NEW
REPORT INCLUDED

TIMOTHY G BECKLEY
BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903

TIMOTHY BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
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Timothy G. Beckley, Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
Ancient Knowledge Kept
Hidden Soon To Be
Presented To The World!
Brother Philip Reveals
The Secret Of The
Andes And The Golden
Sun Disc of MU
Lamps may vary from sample shown here. Size approximately 2”

The Sun Disc was placed in a subterranean temple near Lake Titicaca
by the Brotherhood of the Seven
Rays. Here it was used by the masters and Saints from Mystery Schools throughout the world.
“When man is spiritually ready” the Sun Disc will be removed
from its resting place and positioned high above the Monastery. Coming from it will be an undeniable tone of purest harmony that will bring many followers of light up the foot-worn
path to the ancient gates of the Andes.
What Part Does The 13 Crystal Skulls
Of Antiquity Play In This Timely Vision?
This is a fascinating story of good verses evil that is all the
more relevant in these End Days. This long sought after volume
is greatly expanded with material by crystal skull expert Joshua
Shapiro, “Alternative Perceptions” editor Brent Raynes, and others who seek the great truths about the land of the UFOs. If you
enjoy the works of Shirley MacLaine or Tuesday Lobsang Rampa,
or are fascinated with ancient mysteries, order

For centuries the Aladdin’s Lamp has been associated
with personal power and success. Now you can use your
own replica of this ancient lamp to host a personal Genie
that King Solomon is said to have summoned and commanded to build his fabled “Solomon’s Temple.”
Your Personal Aladdin’s Lamp Kit includes four different
types of incense as well as a powerful incantation that will
lift your wishes toward heaven. Add $10 for Maria’s book
(see page 8).
 For your “ALADDIN’S LAMP,” Incense Kit

SECRET OF THE ANDES:—just $20.00 +$5.00 S/H

and Incantation send $27.50 plus $5.00 S/H

NOW YOU CAN
SUMMON ALL THAT
YOU WANT
... AND MORE!
SOME SAY ITS AS
EASY AS COUNTING ONE! TWO! THREE!

CARVED IN “JADE-LIKE” GREEN
FOR EXTRA RICHES!

At least one individual claims he
has invented a number of devices
which can be used for time travel and
that, furthermore, the parts are obtainable in your own town and the devices
are easy to construct.
SEGMENTS INCLUDE:

“Be kind to Hotei and
he will be kind to you.”
THE BUDDHIST MONK, Hotei, lived almost 1200 years
ago. He was the Saint Nicholas of Buddhism. In his satchel
at his side, he carried gifts for children and for the humble
and poor.
Today many Japanese and Chinese have a statue of the
Laughing Buddha near their door, believing that his generosity and humor is contagious and that those who offer him
their kindness will reap three-fold their desires in just 48
hours.
Our handsomely designed representation of the Laughing Buddha has been carved of jade* which is known as
the “dream stone” as it will make all your
dreams come true.
Purchase includes a Special Report on
the Legend Of The Laughing Monk.

• The Power Of Resonance
• What Is The Perfect Time Equation
• The Mystery Behind Vortexes
• The Number Of Sub-Dimensions
And How To Access Them
• Exploring The Belt Of Odin
• The Flux Capacitor Explored
• How To Convert Any Vehicle Into A
Fully Equipped Time Travel Device

AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!
This report is jam-packed with information and is being
prepared only for the serious student of Time Travel. Limited
number of copies for just $25.00 plus $5.00 for S/H.
“TIME TRAVEL MACHINES THAT REALLY WORK!”

Time Travel Book And Companion DVD
For Only $25.00 + $5.00 S/H
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❑ Jade Hotei
$25.00 plus $5.00 S/H
Comes Six Figures In A Box
ALL DIFFERENT!
*JADE describes the color only

REQUEST OUR FREE WEEKLY “CONSPIRACY JOURNAL” ONLINE EDITION
NOW AVAILABLE!
THE FABULOUS MONEY MAGNET
KIT
Triple Strength Good Luck
Charm Can Make You An
Instant Winner!!!
MONEY MAGNET &
SUPER SPELL KIT
We supply the blessings and the money activating amulet and every thing you need to work
your money magic spell.
Just $22 + $5 S/H
Actual Items May Vary From Art

ORDER FROM: TIMOTHY G BECKLEY
BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
732 602-3407 mrufo8@hotmail.com
(PayPal Orders Fastest)

I RUBBED THE ALADDIN’S LAMP
AND THIS IS WHO POPPED OUT.
CAN I TAKE MY THREE WISHES NOW?

READ MARIA D’ ANDREA’S
“100% POSITIVE
SPELLS AND INCANTATIONS FOR
‘ALADDIN’S’ MAGICK LAMP”
$10 + $5 S/H
Add $27.50 For
“Magick Lamp Incantations Kit”
See Page 8 For Details
TIMOTHY G. BECKLEY • BOX 752
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903

USE THIS ORDER FORM OR MAKE A PHOTO COPY
STUDY GUIDE AND 70MINUTE CD INCLUDED

Individually
cast in silver
with 10 faceted stones,
this beautiful
pendant acts
to amplify
your deepest desires,
broadcasting them directly to God
to bring about knowledge,
awareness and wisdom.
This holiest of amulets
casts a deep reflection on
the eternal mysteries and
should only be used for
beneficial and positive
purposes. In the Kabbala it
represents a sort of “telephone” to the Heavens and
is said to be the most powerful amulet ever created!
Many have noticed a vast
change in their life in just
14 days upon wearing this
pendant.

Your TREE OF
LIFE KIT is just
$125.00
+ $5.00 S/H
Timothy Beckley
Box 753
New Brunswick, NJ 08903
PayPal:
MrUFO8@hotmail.com
No PayPal Account?
We will send an invoice!

PUBLISHERS NOTE: This publication is issued on a frequent but non scheduled basis.
It is supported solely by your purchases. To remain on our active list please make a purchase so we can continue in our efforts to make available publications and items found no
where else. If you are writing titles on a sheet of paper please give exact title and issue
number and page if possible.
Mailing Address: Timothy Beckley, Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903. Pay Pal
orders get preference and can be sent to our regular email address: MRUFO8@hotmail.com.
We also accept Visa, MC, Discover, Checks, Money Orders and Western Union. 24/7 credit
card hot line: 732-602-3407 (speak clearly and leave all information. It’s a secure answering machine). Payment to Tim Beckley. My private cell phone is 646 331-6777 to leave a
message. Allow time for delivery. Some items are special orders. No claims can be made.
OVERSEAS AND FOREIGN POSTAGE HAS INCREASED
No refunds!
If you do not have a
PayPal Account, we will
simply send a PayPal Invoice to you and ship
your order when payment is confirmed.

Box holders please include street

address. Some orders may be sent
Shipping & Handling
UPS and cannot go to box
addresses. It helps to include your
1 to 2 Items—US $5.00
phone number so we can contact
3 to 5 Items—US $8.00
you if necessary.
6 Items or More—US $12.00
Some items cost more because they are heavy. Canadian & Foreign depends on weight
(anywhere from $15 up). We will confirm exact figure if you have an e mail address. Small
surcharge on credit cards overseas. Pay Pal is easiest. Sign up if you don’t have an account. Future issues may only be available on the net if we do not receive enough orders
from this mailing. So sign up for our FREE pdf version at www.ConspiracyJournal.com and
also receive our on line newsletters. In business since 1965. Thank you.
MAKE ALL PAYMENTS ONLY TO TIMOTHY G. BECKLEY

ITEMS REQUESTED (PLEASE PRINT)

___Money Order ___Check ___Other
___Credit Card Number
Expires
Name
Address
Zip
E mail
Phone (helpful if we need to contact)
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NJ residents sales tax 7%
Total Enclosed

ALL TITLES AVAILABLE ON AMAZON.COM — PUBLISHING SINCE 1965

EXPLORE THE FANTASTIC UNIVERSE OF
CAROL ANN RODRIGUEZ
Named “The Peter Max Of UFO, “New Age”
And Futuristic Fantasy Art”
Starships, Aliens, Star Busts, Pagan Gods,
Other Dimensions And Science Fiction Concepts
PUBLISHER TIM BECKLEY SAYS: “For a brief period in the 1970s, I represented
the publisher of ‘Peter Max’s Paper Airplane Book.’ I always loved Peter’s use of
vibrant colors which often utilized a dazzling ‘psychedelic’ patterns of stars. I personally perceive a similarity in the art of the very talented Carol Ann Rodriguez
whose work we are privileged to be premiering in her first art collection.”
STATES THE ARTIST: “To me, the supernatural is very natural. Nothing is too fantastic to be envisaged. I can sometimes
close my eyes and “imagine” a vast universe that to most
people remains unseen, but to me I am right there among
the stars. I hope I have helped others to see the invisible cosmos hidden all around us.”
THIS IS OUR FIRST FULL COLOR BOOK! – IT IS A
WORK FOR ALL AGES AND MAKES A WONDERFUL
GIFT. EACH COLLECTORS ITEM IS SUITABLE FOR
INDIVIDUAL FRAMING!
Order CAROL’S FANTASTIC UNIVERSE - $20 + $5 S/H
Timothy G Beckley, Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903

CANDLE BURNING MAGIC WITH THE PSALMS
OUR # 1 BEST SELLER FOR OVER 25 YEARS!
William Alexander Oribello Tells You How to Create Life’s Greatest
Blessings By Combining The Power of The Holy Psalms With The
Magic Of Burning Different Colored Candles.
OVER 150 PROVEN RITUALS USING GOD’S MOST INSPIRED WORDS:
Overcome Depression . . . Experience Great Joy . . . Overcome Attackers And Robbers
. . . Be Protected From Suffering . . . Keep Bad Luck Away . . . Receive Instructions In
Dreams . . . Receive Great Strength . . . Regain Peace With A Person You Have Had A
Falling Out With . . . Receive Divine Grace, Love And Mercy . . . Help In Court Cases . .
. Obtain Great Financial Rewards . . . Have A Strong Will . . . Attract Love And Friendship . . . Banish Marriage Problems . . . Bring About Good Fortune . . . Bring Prosperity
And Money Into Your Life...and much, much more.
188 PAGES – LARGE FORMAT – ORDER ‘CANDLE BURNING MAGIC WITH PSALMS”

$21.95 +$5 S/H
===================================================================
Other Titles By The Rev Oribello - $18 each
 GODSPELLS. –  SEALED BOOK OF MOSES .
 MASTER BOOK OF SPIRITUAL POWER
 MAGICK OF THE PENDULUM: COSMIC SECRETS OF MASTERS OF WISDOM
===================================================================

 Add $15.00 for two workshop videos (90 minute DVDs)

 SUPER SPECIAL - ALL ITEMS THIS AD, $98.00 + $7 S/H
TIMOTHY G BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903

